
Date: ' lS February 1981 

To: Distribution CD N FID EfVIIAL 
From: Larry Tesler 

.. 
Subject: Proposed Addenda to the LISA Uur Interface Standards, round 2 

Attached are proposed additions and revisions to the LISA User 
Interface Standard (!ill Atkinson, 24 September 1980). The 
January 19 proposals have been reviled according to feedback 
from the Ja'tluary 22 re!J(ew meeting. In addition. several new 
changes are proposed. 

Text in [brackets] explains how the change fits in to the 
original de>cument. Text in {braces) explains why the change is 
needed; often, it just lists applications that require it. 
110K" marks changes that were provisonally accepted at the 
January 22 review meeting. 

The terminology used herein is that of the September 20 
document. More descrip tfve and appropriate terminology is 
under active development. I request that people do not object 
to the changes solely on the grounds of inconsistent 
terminology (e.g., folders containing scroll bars) 

There vUl be a meeting on Tuesday, February 24 from 3-4 p.m. 
in the Taco Room to discuss these proposals. 
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(1 copy per person) 
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2. MOUSE AND CURSOR {to avoid too many shapes} OK 

(replace il'i~dle paragraph about cursor changes by: l 

The cursor may take on different shapes to indicate its current 
function. To give the user additional varning of what will happen when 
the button is pressed, additional feedbac:k may be given u long as it is 
definitely noticeable without being annoying. For.example. uhen the 
cursor is over a scroll arrow (section 19), the box around the arrow 
could fill in black While the button was up. and the arrow itself could 
fill in black while the button was dovn. 

The Terminology Committee (a joint co11UDittee of Publications, Marketing. 
and Softvare.) will specify the cursor shapes as well as other user 
feedback. The soundness of thei·:f' choices will be verified by user 
tests. 

[delete last sentence about motion of the u:icuse with the button upJ 

3. POINTING; CLICKING; DRAGGING WITH THE HOUSE {clarification) OK 

(add: 1 

The 1/2 second is measured from the release of one click t:o the press of 
the next click. 

5. MEMORY {correction} OK 

A LISA computer will have at least 256 {not 128] K.bytes of main memory. 
of which 32K is dedicated to the display. 

14. THE ACTIVE FOL.DER {to be more obvious to user} OK 

One folder is distinguished by its title tab being displayed in inverse 
video [not a thicker outline}, and by having tvo or more {not just twol 
light gray scroll bars. {rest unchanged] 

1.5. MAKING A FOLDER ACTIVE (to clarify and to agree with section 29} OK 

[add:] 

When a folder first becomes active, it is brought in 19front" of all other 
folders so that nothing obscuTe111 it. Later. however, ·1t may be obscured 
by the Dialog Box oT by inactive folders that appear to report 
asynchronous events (see Section 29). 
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20. SPLIT VIEWS {to clarify and to support L:iuCalc Titles) 

[add:] 

There is a minimum view ai:te determined by the application; typically 
about o.s inches in each direction. 

There is an icon in the scroll bar at f!Yery view bounda"ry. In the 
verUcal acroll bar 1 the icon at the top of the folder ia called the 
"create-split" icon; the icon at the bottom of the folder is called the 
"grow icon"; any viev-boundary icons in between are called "adjust-split" 
icons. The same terms are used for the analogous icons in the horizontal 
scroll bar. 

The grow icon was described in aeEtion 17. 
application decides how U1Uch of the growth 
each .,..... ":;. ...J. 

t.n'len it is manipulated, the 
or shrinkage to allocate to 

The create-split icon is used to create new splits. 
created by dragging from that icon to the coordinate 
split. t.n'lile dragging, feedback is given by shoving 
folder where the split would occur. t.n'len the button 
view beside the cursor is split &long that line. 

A new split is 
of the des ired 
a line across the 
is released. the 

The adjust-split icon is used to 1110ve or eliminate a view boundary. For 
example, if there is an adjust-split icon in the vertical scroll bar, 
then dragging it upvards expands the view belov and shrinks the view 
above. If the U>Ving boundary passes the next higher boundary, tben the 
shrinking view disappears altogether. lf the lll)ving boundary continues 
onliia.rd, then it splits another view just as if it were the "create-split" 
icon. It stops JllOVing at the edge of the folder. 

20A. PANELLED FOLDERS (LisaCalc; Business Graphics; 8rowser; Data Entry} 

In many applications, the user Dlst deal With several different b.ut 
strongly related information sets and must 111:1ve her (or his} atte.ntion 
back and forth between them as frequently as she moves her atten.tion to 
different parts of the same document. Requiring the information to be in 
different folders would add steps, time, and confusion to such 
applications• On the other hand, split views are inappropriate because 
the infortnation sets are disjoint. 

In these cases, a folder my be divided 'by the application into "panels." 
Panels can not be created or deleted by manipulations in the scroll bars, 
but the boundaries between them ean be adjusted using a~just-split 
icons. 

ill the panels in one folder must be oriented in the sa.me direction. 
Suppose the pa.nels are sucked one above another. Then the bottom panel 
is scrolled horizontally 'by the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of 
the foldet'. Any other panel may be scrolled hori:ontally ( 1) by the same 
scroll bu: as the one below it, or (2) by it& own scroll bar along its 
bottom edge. or (3) not at all. In (case 2). the bottom boundary of the 
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panel :la as wide as a acroll bar, and a scroll bar appears in it .when the 
folder ta •ctive. In the other cases, lines narrower than • acroll bar 
are used •. ln order from widest to narrowest those lines are: (case 3), 
(case 1). (the line dividing a split view). 

there is at lllOSt oae selection (as defined in aection 21) in an)' folder 
at a given time~ In general, that selection is in one and only one .. 
panel.. Bovever, it is possible for an application 'to diaplay the •~me 
information in 111Dre than one panel auc.h that if it is selected in one it 
is also •elected in the others (this is also true of split views). 

An application can allow the user to split a panel into views as 
, described in section 20. 

28. MAKING MENU aiOICES FROM THE KEYBOARD {to accommodate section 47A} 

[add to universals: J .APPLE-R: Redo 

29. J'HE DIALOG BOX {to unify menu comm.ands vi th parameters) 

(add: l 

The dialog box carries out dialog using a form. Here is a l:!Ad~-u? 
example to demonstrate several points. The menu command "Find a 
document ••• " brings up a form saying: 

Find a document ••• 
••• labelled t J 
• • • in the r ) file for [ ] 
••• in the [ ] drawer 

created between [ J and { l 

C&((.i..- Fo.'""1 

D" .-t r.(',(.t ,T 

The user fills in the form and then clicks "Do it" to make it happE:~ il'.1:' 

to get rid of the dialog box. Clicking ''Forget it" just gets rid of the 
dialog box without doing the command. 

Note that the name of the menu command is an abbreviation of the text in 
the dialog box. and that the characters "• ••" appear in the name. ·This 
is a mandatory convention. Rote also that the two •nu commands "Do it" 
and ''Forget it" are present in the dialog box without further pull down, 
Af, ,, "(141 .. ,. ,. ......... 

The idea here 1• that there are tvo kinds of menu commands. Menu 
commands requiring no parameters have no "• •• " in their name and execute 
ae soon aa the button is released in the menu. Menu co~nds requiring 
parameters have a " •• •" in their name and execute only after the "Do it" 
111 clic:.lr.ed. 

"Do it" can be invoked on the keyboard by (???). 

The form that comes up can have default field values detet'lllined by the 
·application. Often they come from the previous value aupplied for the 

same or a similar parameter. For example. a number-fo~tting cot11mand 

.. 
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called " ... decimals" might bring up: 

' . [ 31 dec.,imal places 

vhere the value 3 is a standard or a previous value. For another 
example. a aet of "Find" commands could be constructed u follows: 

Find ••• 
.Change tO••• 
Change to ••• & Find ••• 
Find all ••• & Change to .... 

The third command might put up the following form: 

Change to [ l and Find { J ,ii' 

.. 

The default value of the first field is the last "Change .. value entend 
into either this form or the "Change to ••• 11 form. {Those worried about 
keyboard invoeat ion in the Yord Processor, see sect ion 4 7A.} ."1P e,~:t r1 <:{ 
Of ~"' ~&t,J \-ts I W$( •c\'(.p,,.,.. -tor"'\•,. 

29. 'THE DIALOG BOX {to deal Vith asynchrony in Clock; Electronic Mail} OK 

[add: l 

The Dialog Box is an extension of the active folder and its menus, and 
may only be used to communicate Vith the user in a synchronous fashion. 
For exa112ple • if the user is drawing a picture and a message arrives over 
the network or an alarm goes of! that the user wanted to hear about, · 
notification may not be given in the Dialog !ox. It should be given in 
an inactive folder that appears in f'rcnt of all other folders .including 
the active folder; a beep should sound as well• 

29A. ASSISTED FORM FILL-IN {for Filer} 

lJb.en filling itt a form. the· application can choose to help the user by 
displaying a list of possible values for the field in which the active 
selection resides. 'I'he choices are listed in a panel of the active 
folder if the form is in a folder, or in .a panel that peps down below the 
dialog box if the form is :tn the dialog box. 

The list may be displayed in multiple-column format to increase the 
number that can fit on the screen. The list may have a scroll bar to 
provide access to m:>re choices than can fit in its panel. The list is 
generally alphabetized. 

Clicking one of the entries in the list fills that value into the 
selected field, replacing the previous value• and. DEives the selection to 
the next field in f1ll ... 1n order. 
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31. TTPING PRINTING CLUIACTD.S 
t:a.J.J~J 
Character1,deleted by typing do not JO into the Scrap (section 49), ~ut 
they My be C'etrieved by the Undo command (section 47). 

36. CODE {more general and accommodates proposed Apple atandard kbd) 

[Delete this aection and supply instead an "expand" ·fadU.ty in certain 
applicattona. Typing a sequence of letters such as "co" and then 
invoking "expand" in the Edit menu or by APPLE-£ vill look up the 
abbreviation "co" in the Abbreviations Folder and replace it by the 
expansion "company". J 

38A. ABORTING COMMANDS IN PROCRES'S (Yord Processor and others} 

The "STOP .. command is invoked by APPLE-period. It immediately empties 
the typeahead buffer and notifies the. active folder to abort the 

·operation in progress' as soon as it can (if it can). This co111mand can be 
used to terminate a long search or to reduce the damage that Will be done 
by a,series of typed-ahead APPLE-key co11u:r1ands. The application should be 
eure it is reasonably clear to the user vhat did and did not get done 
before the abort. A standard way to give such notice is in the Dialog 
Box. 

40A. CLEAR (LisaCalc; Data Entry; and others} OK 

The Cl.EAR key on the numeric pad is only meaningful in a field of a form 
or a cell of a table. Elsewhere, it sounds a beep. 

CLEAR blanks the entire field or cell and leaves a caret there. 

42!. SPACE {darification} OK 

SPACE is a "printing" character (section 31) produced by typing the space 
bar cm the keyboard. Its representation on the display is blank space. 
It can be selected and operated upon (e.g., deleted) like any character 
(as can Jl!TUl.N and TAB in documents). 

,,47. UNDO {to help the user predict its effect} 

(add: l 

't'he Edit ·111.mu shows the Undo command tn the form: "Undo ·x.xr· where ''XXX0 

is a hint of vhat Will be undone by 1t, e.g., "Undo typing". "Undo Cut'\ 
"Ondo Ondo", "Undo CLEAR". If Undo would do nothing• it 1a just "Undo" 
and is dimly highlighted. 

"Undo Cut" restores the Scrap to its previous state. "Undo typing" 
restores the characters that were selected before typing began (if any). 
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47.1... REDO {to make eection 29 changes pa.latable to the vord proceeeor) 

Aa application may also offer a Redo command. Like Undo, it tells ~at 
it will Red~. e.g., "R.edo Find" or "Redo Change&Find 11 • 

52. DEFINITION OF A '''WORD" {was undefined) 
• . 

For purposes of "backvord" (section 39) and vord selection (section, 23), 
but not for "word-wrap" at right margins. a document or other text unit 
is considered a sequence of ''words" defined as follows. 

A word consists of a eerie• of letters and/or digits:. Aa apostrophe 
between two successive letters is part of the word. A decimal point or 
comma between two successive digi'f's is part of the word. A dollar sign 
preceding a digit is part of the word. A percent sign following a digit 
is part of the word. Any character that does not qualify for 
word-membership according to these rules is considered to lie between the 
words on either side .of it. 

Example 

In the sentence: 
My friend's wife said: "In a state without tax-free food. a, ~ 
$2.00 'burger' would sell for $2+6%•$2.12." 

the words are: 
My friend's wife said 
In a state without 
tax free food a 
$2.00 burger would sell 
for $2 6% $2.12 
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